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‘Echo Songs and Alphabets” is developed specifically to help a child by 
adding music/rhythm to basic information that is foundational for all 
children. We intuitively know that humans learn better when content is 
set to music/rhythm.  
 
Just for fun, I have included some tracks to start your day with 
children – The Hello Song, Echo Greetings and some poems set to a 
tune.  
 
The core strength of this resource is the theme alphabets that help 
the child practice associating the letter sound with the letter. We sing 
the alphabet, now we can practice the sounds those 26 letters make 
using many fun alphabet themes.  
 
‘Echo Songs and Alphabets’ features many themes for you to use. You 
may want to choose a new one every month -  for example, “An 
Alphabet of School Words” can be used in September to familiarize 
students with important vocabulary they see in their learning 
environment, whether at school or at home.  
 
Each alphabet is set to a rhythm track and will only take about 3 
minutes or less to practice. Copy and cut the alphabet out and let the 
child put it in his or her journal, on his or her desk or use it as a book 
mark. Read on for more ideas found in “The Music Teacher- Ideas for 
All the Alphabets” handout below.  
 
Practice doesn’t make perfect, but practice does make better practice. 
My goal in working with children is to move them from one success to 
the next; from dependence to independence. A resource like this can 
help children to do this – It can help them master the alphabet, 
connect letters to letter sounds and play with rich vocabulary. 
The songs/tracks on this CD are: 



 
• Set in a child’s range. Children’s vocal folds are shorter than 

adults’. Their range is naturally higher than the adult range. 
Range is ‘key’ in helping a child find his or her singing voice. 

 
• Done in an echo style – to give maximum feedback to the child and 

to help him or her move from one success to the next. Idea: At 
first, have all children echo after the track. As they become 
familiar with the alphabet theme, encourage them to say the 
track with the performer on the CD. For more ideas on how to 
incorporate music, movement and the arts into the teaching day, 
contact Rhonda Draper at www.rhondadraper.com. She is available 
for keynotes, conferences and staff in-services. 
 

• Lightly accompanied, if at all. Children need to hear their voices, 
not the soundtracks! 
 

• Designed to help a child hear, find and practice his or her singing 
voice  
 

Smile, breathe, teach, make a difference… 
Rhonda Draper 
 
For more resources, go to www.rhondadraper.com 
  

http://www.rhondadraper.com/


The Music Teacher - Ideas for All the Alphabets 

 
1.  Post a new alphabet in your room and on the corner of each student’s desk at the 
beginning of each month. 
 
2.  Test your students using track 21 and 22 ‘Random Letters’ on the ‘Echo Songs and 
Alphabets’ CD 
 
3.  Practice an alphabet each morning to develop the students’ sense of rhythm. 
 
4.  Students can incorporate 1-3 words from the vocabulary in each journal entry. 
 
5.  Use the vocabulary in sentence writing. 
 
6.  Students can review their printing by copying the vocabulary. They can make booklets 
each month – illustrating and printing the vocabulary. 
 
7.  Students can gather many words per each letter of the alphabet having to do with the 
chosen theme.  These can be recorded in an alphabet notebook, and added on to each time 
you are developing a new alphabet theme.   
 
8. Students can create their own alphabet of words using track #23 on the ‘Echo Songs and 
Alphabets’ CD. 
 
9.  Students can perform the alphabet that they create and the class can echo them. 
 
10.  Students can clap or use rhythm sticks to echo the rhythm of the words throughout the 
many alphabets.  For a change, instead of using their voices, they play the rhythm.  
 
Remember – when you add music – melody or rhythm to content, you create deep 
neurological impress, quicker recall and accelerate the learning process. Neuroscience is 
starting to prove what we have always intuitively known – if you want to remember it, set it 
to music! 
 
 
  



 

 
 Random Words 
A Apple 
B Ball 
C Candy 
D Doll 
E Elephant 
F Fox 
G Glasses 
H Hawk 
I Igloo 
J Jam 
K Kangaroo 
L Lamb 
M Mitten 
N Nail 
O Octopus 
P Pail 
Q Queen 
R Ram 
S Sailboat 
T Tam 
U Umbrella 
V Valley 
W Watermelon 
X X-ray 
Y Yak 
Z Zack 
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